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This is a presentation of general background information about Bank of Queensland Limited’s (BOQ’s) activities at the date of this
document. It is in summary form and does not purport to be complete. It should be read in conjunction with BOQ’s other periodic
and continuous disclosure announcements. All figures are presented on a cash earnings basis unless otherwise stated.

The information contained in this presentation may include information derived from publicly available sources that has not been
independently verified. BOQ does not warrant the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this
presentation or any assumptions on which it is based.

This presentation is not financial product advice and should not be relied upon for investment purposes. This presentation does not
take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual investors. These should be
considered, with or without professional advice, before deciding if an investment in BOQ is appropriate.

This presentation may contain forward-looking statements about BOQ’s business and operations, market conditions, results of
operations and financial condition, capital adequacy and risk management practices which reflect BOQ’s views held and current
expectations as at the date of this document.

Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors, many of which are beyond the control of BOQ and which may cause actual results to differ materially from those
expressed or implied in such statements. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements.
Actual results or performance may vary from those expressed in, or implied by, any forward-looking statements. BOQ does not
undertake to update any forward-looking statements contained in this document, subject to disclosure requirements applicable to it.
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> Challenging environment
> Solid financial results
> Strategy delivering
> Strong capital position
> Investing in digital
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> Improving customer experience
> Conduct & culture focus
> Credit growth slowing
> Pushing for competitive neutrality
> Remuneration evolving
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Evolution of the business continues

Good underlying result in a difficult environment

Consistent growth in commercial niche segments

Asset quality remains a key strength

Utilising strong capital position to invest for the future
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(1) FY17 shows an adjusted view to exclude the $16m profit on disposal of a vendor finance entity

Special dividend
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(1) FY17 shows an adjusted view to exclude the $16m profit on disposal of a vendor finance entity 10



> More diversified business mix
> Managing the business for long term returns
> Next phase of evolution will involve implementation 

of new customer-facing systems and processes

> Focused on enhancing customer experience across 
brands

> Evolving from manual, paper-based back office to 
more digitised operations

> Modernisation of technology infrastructure towards 
hybrid cloud and API gateways

BOQ Finance

Commercial

+6% CAGR 

BOQS Housing

VMA

BOQ Housing

BOQS 
Commercial

BOQ Finance

BOQ 
Commercial
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> Significant headwinds facing the sector
> Underlying revenue growth of 2%
> NIM increased 5bps to 1.98% despite impact of basis
> Lending growth funded by improved deposit mix
> Expense growth contained while still investing in the 

business

+2% 

+5bps 
Customer 
deposit growth

Lending growth

(1) Excludes the $16m profit on disposal of a vendor finance entity in FY17 12



> Total loan growth of $1.5bn with above-system 
growth in commercial

> VMA & BOQ Specialist continue to drive housing 
loan growth

> BOQ Finance delivered particularly strong growth
> Branches funded lending growth through solid levels 

of deposit growth

+43% 
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> Impaired assets down 15%, loan impairment 
expense down 15%

> Arrears levels remain benign and favourable to 
peers

> Ongoing improvement a direct consequence of 
clear risk appetite and responsible lending practices

Major bank 
average

BOQ

(1) Peer data based on Pillar 3 Residential Mortgage disclosures 14



> CET1 ratio compares favourably with peers
> Customer expectations around digital experience 

continue to rise
> Additional capital investment will help to position 

the business for future success
> 7bps of additional CET1 to be utilised for digital 

banking platforms and customer experience 
improvements

(1) As at 31 August 2018. Peer data based on most resent full year disclosures for Bendigo & Adelaide Bank and Suncorp Bank 15
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> Lift MFI penetration through 
deposit gathering and pricing 
for risk

> Treat data as a strategic asset
> Ensuring a state of readiness 

to respond to regulatory 
reform

> Overhauling key processes
> Developing capabilities to 

drive efficiency through 
digitization

> Achieving digital parity and 
meeting our customers’ 
digital needs

> Delivering a seamless 
customer experience

> Tilting to higher margin 
segments

> Define and bring to life our 
purpose for our people and 
customers

> Deliver a differentiated 
service offering

> Focus distribution channels 
towards deposit gathering and 
MFI

> Close key product gaps to 
support deeper customer 
relationships

> Develop strategic response to 
potential regulatory reform

> Upgraded or new digital 
banking platforms and apps

> Accelerate VMA digital bank 
opportunity

> Engage our people to define 
and start to embed our 
purpose-led culture

> Revitalise BOQ core business 
market positioning

> Establish lending centre of 
excellence

> Continuous improvement 
initiatives

> Digitisation of processes
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> Investing in platforms that can be leveraged across 
all brands

> Focus on enhancing connectivity with customers
> Keeping pace with expectations of digitally active 

customers

> Proven power of Virgin brand to attract new and 
valuable customer segments

> Exploring options to leverage the potential of the 
brand

Digital 
banking 

platform 
upgrade

Enable 
holistic view 

of 
customers

Lay data & 
analytics 

foundation

Call centre
re-platform

Digitised
processes 

& fulfilment 
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Strategy delivering results

Asset quality resilient

Investing for future customer needs

Ready to respond to regulatory reform
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